Datasheet

Scuderia Ferrari Ultraveloce
Smart Watch - Red Strap

Winning sports style fueled
by smart technology.
Leading the way with
winning team colors and
details, this sporty smart
watch is fueled by
innovative technology
engineered by HP. Powered
to keep you up to speed in
today’s connected world, it
features a hidden digital
display window that lets you
track daily steps, preview
emails and text messages,
receive calendar alerts, and
check caller ID . View the
synced local time and world
time selection in the display.
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Winning sports style fueled by smart technology
●
Evincing the powerful character of a Scuderia Ferrari race car, this sporty smart
watch packages cutting-edge wearable technology, Engineered by HP. Stay up
to speed in today’s connected world. Preview messages and notifications,
check caller ID and track steps on the dial.
A Smarter Watch
●
This distinguished analog timepiece with connected functionality will always
keep the time, even when the watch is not charged. With up to 5 days of
battery life for it’s connected features and water resistance, you keep
connected with what matters most, hassle free, all week long.
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Tailored Essentials
●
A discreet display, hidden when inactive, and vibrations, keep you instantly
informed at a glance. The sleek Scuderia Ferrari Ultraveloce app lets you
prioritize notifications by who, what, when and how you like to stay informed.
Track your steps without compromising your personal style. View your step
count on the display, and set daily step goals and review your progress by day,
week, or month with the app.
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Engineered by HP
●
Stay connected without sacrificing your personal style for your personal
technology. Smart technology and Scuderia Ferrari Ultraveloce app ,
Engineered by HP, is supported by both iOS (9+) and Android (4.4+)
smartphones 3].
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Scuderia Ferrari Ultraveloce Smart Watch - Red Strap

Compatibility

Compatible with Apple and Android smartphones running Apple iOS 9 or Android 4.4 and later operating systems.

Technical specifications

Two buttons to view and scroll through notifications and select smart watch modes. Pusher to control the analog
hands.
Wireless Bluetooth®
5 days of battery life with moderate use of smart features.1; Analog movement has a dedicated battery.

Dimensions

Out of Package: Case size: 48 mm; Case thickness: 14.05 mm; Strap Width: 24 mm; Strap Circumference:
155-207 mm
Packed: 87 x 87 x 80 mm

Weight

Out of Package: Watch: 0.121 (+/-5 gram)
Packed: 0.42 kg

Battery description

Rechargeable using custom-fit clip on charger and USB port

Warranty

Scuderia XX Ultraveloce Smart watch comes backed by a two-year limited warranty. For full terms and conditions,
visit smartsupport.mgiservice.com

Product color

Black IP case with red strap

Frequency (mhz)

Wireless Bluetooth®

Additional information

P/N: X8U66AA
UPC/EAN code: 190780106389

What's in the box

Smart watch; documentation; clip on charger

Battery life duration varies based on the volume of data streaming between the watch and phone.
Available on iTunes and Google Play App Store’s. Internet required and data charges may apply.
3 Most smartphones running iOS version 9 and later or Android version 4.4 and later are supported. The Motorola Droid Turbo 2 smartphone is not supported by the
App.
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